Gap detection in multiple narrow bands of noise as a function of spectral configuration.
This study sought to differentiate between the effect of stimulus bandwidth and the effect of number of activated auditory channels on gap detection in narrow bands of noise. The aim was to clarify the role of across-frequency analysis in temporal processing. Experiment 1 established that when total noise bandwidth is held constant at 100 Hz, gap detection improves as stimulus energy is distributed to both lower and higher frequencies. Experiment 2a showed that the effect was smaller, or was absent, when the cumulative stimulus bandwidth was increased from 100 to 200 Hz. Experiment 2b confirmed that the benefit of spectral dispersion for the narrower cumulative bandwidth also held for a higher frequency region. The results suggest that in conditions where the cumulative stimulus bandwidth is relatively narrow and, concomitantly, gap detection is relatively poor, there is an advantage in dispersing the stimulus across a number of auditory channels. The advantage for the distribution of energy across a range of auditory channels may be offset when the spectral spacing of bands exceeds a critical value.